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Board limits Cunningham's campo$ accesS
THE JUDICIAL
BOARD RULED
FORMER

PlAYER CAN
ONLY BE ON
CAMPUS FOR

ACADEMIC
PURPOSES.

BY LISA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Ray Cunningham's basketball
career at Murray State came to an
abrupt halt after the University
Judkial Board ruled Wednesday
that he is allowed on campus only
to use academic buildings.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of Student Affairs, said the
Judicial Board found Cunningham

guilty of sexual assault.
"Sexual assault is a serious
offense, so it is definitely within
their jurisdiction to look at it with
that angle if they found him guilty,"
said Young, who oversees student
discipline.
While the board did not specifically address whether Cunningham, senior from Louisville, could
further play basketball, it did say he
could not be found on campus

other than for academic reasons,
Young said.
"They just said specifically that
he's only to be on campus for classes and library use - period," he
said.
Murray State Athletics Director
E.W. Dennison said Cunningham
will be required to move off campus and drop his meal plan next
semester. He currently lives in College Courts.

Dennison said the athletics
department will decide whether
Cunningham can keep his scholarship after he goes through the
appeal process.
"The NCAA says that we can still
honor that scholarship, and we
haven't decided yet," Dennison
said. "(Cunningham) is going to
appeal this ruling and we'll see how
that comes out. It's just too early to
tell yet."

Young said the judicial Board's
decision reflects its intent for Cunningham to finish his degree.
"Their goal for him was to be able
to complete his degree and restrict
him from all other activities/' he
said.
Prior to the board 's decision,
Cunningham had been suspended
from the team indefinitely for a second time, following the report of
Plea'le see CUNNINGHAM/14

Officials beautify campus,
provide students more safety
BYJASON YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Another project to enhance the beautification of Murray State's campus is under way, but the project's purpose goes beyond just appearance.
The brick columns that adorn the entrance way to the
Stewart Stadium parking lot off of U.S. 641 and the
fence that extends from Union Planter's Bank to the
Regional Special Events Center are the beginning of
work that will provide a physical entrance to campus
; and strengthen security.
University President Kern Alexander cited an
increase in traffic between Mayfield and Hopkinsville
because of the U.S. 68/Ky. 80 connector north of campus and the continuing commercialization of Murray
along U.S. 641 as reasons for the project.
"Our objective is to separate our campus from the
highways and commercialization along the roads,"
Alexander said. "We want our campus secured as much
as possible for safety and security reasons.''
A.IPxander <~a id he wants to present the appearance
that " ... this is the University, and this is everything
else."
"The commercialization of the town is an important
economic development asset, but it has the downside of
introducing some possible security problems," he said.
"We want to pre-empt that by putting a fence around
that whole area."
Vice President of Facilities Management Dewey
Yeatts said construction of the fence was scheduled to
have been completed Wednesday. He said the fence
will be painted white as quickly as possible, depending
on weather conditions.
Yeatts said the "horse farm-type" fence was selected
because of the popularity of horse farms in Kentucky,
and it was the most economic option.
In addition to the work already completed, Yeatts
said more brick columns will be erected at other
entrances along the fence. These columns will be similar
to the ones located at the sorority suites.
To increase security, Yeatts said additional light fixtures and hidden cameras will be installed along the
fence and in the stadium parking lot.
Alexander said the security measures will increase
the safety of freshmen students who have to park in

Karri Rubeck/The News

A Murray State worker makes progress on the
newest addition near Stewart Stadium. Construction
on t he fence began last week.

••

Stewart Stadium's lot and will keep their vehicles more
secure.
"Over the years we have had minor vandalism periodically in the stadium parking lot," he said. ''What we
want to do is fence our property so people entering that
don't belong here can be identified coming through."
Yeatts said he has predominantly heard positive comments about the project, but one question he hears
repeatedly is what purpose the two "bubble," or open
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Please see FENCE/14

Student lYins Miss Kentucky USA crown,
prepares for -shot at national competition
BY ERIN

RICHARDS

STAFF WRITER

As Jo Pritchard stood on stage with
the four other finalists in the Miss
Kentucky USA pageant in Somerset
two weeks ago, she suddenly
thought giving up her beloved
McDonald's double cheeseburgers
had not been enough preparation for
the event.
Yet Pritchard had no need to fret,
as the judges named her Miss Kentucky USA 2001. More than likely,
her will to resist a few sandwiches

had little to do
with the decision. A few
moments spent
with the junior
Hardin
from
reveals a unique
personality and
laid-back atti- '--- - -tude - characterPRITC HARD
istics more valuable than dieting discipline.
"I was thinking, 'Don't call me
now!' as the first runner-up and I
stood on stage," Pritchard said.

News
The Student Government
Association's new policy
will require senators to meet
with student organizations.
•see Page 7

"Then they caJled the other girl and it
dawned on me, they didn't call me."
It was a fortunate turn of events for
Pritchard who has been competing in
pageants off and on since she was
about 10. Pritchard placed third in
the pageant last year. Her biggest
motivation for entering this year's
Miss Kentucky USA pageant were
the scholarships Murray State
offered to the five finalists.
"lf I could be at least third runnerup like 1 was last year, I figured I
could get some money for school,"
Please see MISS

View Point
Melissa Stoneberger
discovers a new
perspective on life
after writing the
"Focus on Ability"
series.

USA/14

College Life

Sports

Students and
faculty share ..
their favo rite
Christmas
memories.
•see Page 8

Isaac Spencer and
the Murray State
Racers found victory
Tuesday night with
an 83-81 win over
Western Kentucky.
•see Page 11

•see Page 5

Read the game story
from last night's
conference opener for
the Lady Racers at
www. thenews.org.
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Students design
Web community
BY LAUREN HEINS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

C. Ryan Shelton, freshman
from Owensboro, has a vision
of ,111 online Murray State student community.
His plan is to provide students with a Web site that will
connect Murray State students
through chat rooms, message
boards and personal ads.
"Murray.webdare.com is set
up from a students' point of
view," Shelton said.
The Web site, murray.wcbdare.com, opened last month. It
features an online mall where
students can shop as well as
links to student organi?.ations
and Greek Web sites. Students
can also track the Dow jones
lndu:;trial A.,.·erage, NASDAQ
and pt!rsonal stocks. RcSt>arch

tools, daily forecasts and an
advice column are also part of
the site.
"Students can stay in touch
over holidays <1nd breaks while
using this site," said Tim
Ambler, freshman from Martin,
Tenn., who also helped develop
the site.
Sht!lton and Ambler designed
the Web site in hopes of reaching out to Murray St.lte students. The freshmen met while
joining Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Ambler headed up the Web
design and collaborated with
Shelton for what the Web site
offers.
Shelton said the Web site will
interest students because it
offers a campus connection and
covers information not available
on the University home page or
Race met.
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Nov. 30
12:46 a.m. The residence director
on call at Elizabeth College
reported a possible smell of marijuana on the third floor. The
matter was turned over to housing.
2:29 a.m. A false fire alarm at
White College appeared to be
caused by an alarm malfunction.
7:10 a.m. A possibly intoxicated
person at Winslow Dining Hall
was causing a disturbance and
ran out the building.
12:33 p.m. A false fire alarm at
White College was caused by
contractors in room 505.
11:21 p.m. An officer was out
checking on vendors at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Everything was OK.
11:29 p.m. A caller reported a
person on a skateboard selling
drugs at the Regional Special
Events Center parking lot. When
officers arrived, no one was on a
skateboard in the area.

Friday, Dec. 1
9:55 a.m. A student reported the

theft of money and property
from her Hester College room .
11:57 a.m. An officer was assisting with Life Flight at Stewart
Stadium.
1:54 p.m. A bicycle was reported
stolen at Hart College.
5:24 p.m. A false fire alarm
caused by a contractor drilling
was reported at White College.

Saturday, Dec. 2
2:56 a.m. A person was reported

to have slipped on the floor at
the Regional Special Events Center. An ambulance was dispatched and the person was
taken
to Murray-Callaway
County HospitaL
8:46 p.m. Sidewalks all over
campus and on the foot bridge
over Chestnut Street were icy.
People were called in to spread
salt.

Sunday, Dec. 3
12:41 a.m. A citation was issued

to someone in the residential college circle for disregarding a
stop sign and no insurance.

1:09 a.m. A citation was issued

for possession of alcohol with a
minor at the Lutheran Church
parking lot.
1:34 a.m. University Police were
assisting with a University vehicle that was on fire north of
Stewart Stadium, between the
stadium and the Regional Special Events Center. The driver
was not in the vehicle at the time
the fire started. The window was
down and the door was
unlocked . The flames were coming from the dash area. No one
else was seen in the area by the
driver.

quarter panel to where the stripe
is on the passenger side of a University Police vehicle. The car
was briefly unattended at Richmond College.
4:07 a.m. A student told Public
Safety his jacket was stolen out
of the Hart College computer lab
and that he would like to view
the surveillance tape.
5:06 a.m. There was a report of a
man in the Richmond College
study lounge offering to sell
marijuana and acid 20 minutes
earlier. An officer advised nothing was found.

Wednesday, Dec. 6

Monday, Dec. 4

4:22 p.m. A University employee

12:09 p.m. There was a campuswide power loss.
10:08 p.m. A marijuana odor was
on the Richmond College third
floor. The source could not be
located. Housing will do a
report.

Tuesday, Dec. 5
12:33 a.m. Someone took a sharp

object and cut down the rear

reported money missing from
her purse at Winslow Dining
Hall.
Racer Escorts - 4
Motorists Assists - 9

Poliet• Beat is compiled by Shelley
Strel't, assistant news editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety.
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK

PHON!!:

762·4468

Question
Of he
Week

Our View
IssuE:
A FENCE IS BEING
coNSTRUCTED IN
FRONT OF THE
STADIUM PARKING
LOT.
PosiTION:
SERVE SEVERAL
FUNDAMENTAL

11

PURPOSES FOR
THE UNIVERSITY.

1THINK IT IS

PRETTY, BUT
UNNECESSARY.

11

COLLEEN HEINEMAN
/UfltOr, LouisVI71e

11

1T WAS IN MY

WAY A COUPLE OF
DAYS AGO WHEN

I WAS TRYING TO
PUll INTO THE
STADIUM PARKING
HAIUUSON COWAN

LOT."

JIJfltOr, Pans, Tenn.
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Fence provides distinction
THE FENCE WILL

What do you think
about the new fence in
front of the stadium?

The Murray State News

1 THINK WE PAID

A lOT OF TUITION
FOR A STACK OF
BRICKS. MY DAD
SAID THE FENCE

After the administration's countless attempts at
campus
beautification
with flowers and painting
the residential colleges, it
wouldn't be absurd to suggest skepticism on the part
of students when they discovered there were plans
to build a fence in front of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Even
as the
brick
columns were first constructed, the actual point
of a fence around the stadiurn parking lot seemed
questionable.
But now, as the fence
nears completion, it seems
that it might not be such a
bad idea.
Granted, the white fence
theme might not be the
most glamorous of motifs,
but the fence and columns
will actually serve a purpose.
A fence in front of the
University will add definition where the University
needs it most. The fence
itself will provide distinction between the University and the community.
As it stands now, a visitor
might be unsure where the
campus starts and stops,
but with a designated
entrance, the boundaries of
Murray State will be more
clear.
Universities and colleges
in other cities have already
utilized the idea, provid-

ing a distinct line between
their universities and the
surrounding communities.
The brick columns themselves would also provide
an optimal place to put
security cameras, so if
danger occurs in the stadiurn parking lot, the police
be able to see who entered
and exited the University
from that entrance.
Sure, some students may
feel their tuition dollars
could be spent in better
places than on a white
fence, but the truth is, if
the University completely
ignores the concept of
campus beautification, no
progress will ever be made
and potential students will
not be attracted to the University.
Those that feel this new
project looks tacky or like
it only because it will proteet freshmen parkers from
an angry horde of stampeding cattle, need to
reserve judgement until
the entire project is complete. The fence may actually be beneficial for the
students and the University.
This fence is not only an
eye-catcher for visitors and
students, but it also serves
several fundamental purposes. Perhaps the administration deserves a pat on
the back for a job well
done.
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WAS REALLY UGLY."
freshman, Paducah

Media reports facts, sometimes not so pretty
"I'M GlAD TO
KNOW MY MONEY
IS GOING TOA

Our View
ISSUE:
MEDIA IS OffiN

GOOD CAUSE,

SEEN AS THE

ALONG WITH

SCAPEGOAT

PAINTING THE

WHEN

BUILDINGS. II

REPUTATIONS ARE
HURT.
POSITION:

"IT IS MONEY

ALTHOUGH THE
TRUTH MAY BE

WELL SPENT TO

UNPLEASANT, THE

KEEP THE COWS

MEDIA HAS A

our."

RESPONSIBILITY
TO REPORT
WITHOUT BIAS.

A NDREW CATRON
sophomore, Tri City

l.ort'e Stark/The News

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Jason Yates
Editor tn Chtef

Greg Stark
Associate Editor

Lisa Wheat

Just the facts, ma'am.
No interpretations. No exaggerations. Only the facts,
please.
Those who report the news
are stuck in an odd position.
We have a responsibility to our
readers to report what we
know to be true without bias.
Yet' what we know to be true
isn't always pleasant.
When writing about controversy, the news media is often
a scapegoat for those whose
reputations are hurt by what is
reported.
To our sources and readers:
Please understand we do not
create the incidents - we simply reported them.
And, a careful and objective
portrayal of the facts is seldom
a guarantee to avoid backlash.
"The Murray State News" is
not a public relations tool for

Commentary places negative
ligbt on SGA concert organization
To the Editor:

Viewpoint Ed1tor

Melissa Stoneberger
College L1fe Ed1tor

Jason Billingsley
Sports Edttor

Seth Frank
Online Editor

Ryan Brooks
Photography Editor

Kristin Hill
Chief Copy Editor

Slone Hutchison
Advertismg Manager
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students under tile advisership of
Joe Hedges . Opimons expressed are lhose
of the editors and other signed wrilers .
These op1mons do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the University This is an official publication of Murray
State Untversity.

We present the news to our
readers and let them pass their
own judgments.
News content is selected
through basic news value::>
such as timeliness, proximity,
prominence, impact and conflict.
Basically, an incident is newsworthy if it involves local
celebrities (athletes, administration and other campus leaders), if it happens on Murray
State's campus, if many students are affected by it or if it
involves conflict between two
or more parties.
Contrary to popular opinion,
"The Murray State News" doc~
not select certain groups on
campus and contrive a plan ot
how we can make them look
bad in the public ey<-'.
Believe us, we arc much too
busy trying to stay on top of

the day-to-day occurrences on
campus. Plus, we honestly
don't have a bone to pick with
anybody.
Yeah, we know we mess up
sometimes. Newspapers are a
lranspr.Hl~nt institution and
each mistake io; on pub Iic display before thousands of people. But unlike many other
institutions, we are willing to
admit our mistakes.
We do not have anv Iudden
motives. We just do <'tlr best to
produce a weekly paper that
bring~ readers news they can
use in their daily live_.,,
Our mission sometimes puts
us in the hot ~ee~t. But we are
willing to take the heat if it
means being an advocate for
students.
Controversy is all pnrt of a
day's work. That is just the
nature of tht.> bea~t.

•Your Views

News Edttor

Loree Star k

the University. Student journalists strive to hold our University officials, athletes and
student leaders accountable for
their actions. We hope our
readers wouldn't have it any
other way.
Articles published are sometimes positive for the University, sometimes nqt. Enrollment
exceeding 9,000 and the
numerous concert stories are
some of the positive coverage
"The Murray State News"
gives the University.
We would not do our readers
justice if we did not report the
shortcomings we find at Murray State as well. That is why
our readers will see stories
about basketball players in the
court system, lack of parking
are,'l.s and updates about the
pasteurization plant controversy.

I wanted to comment on the article in
which john Gibson criticized how the Student Government Association handled the
Dogstar concert. "The Murray State News"
reaches .so many pt."'ple, directly or indirectly associated with the University, and
the headline and article opening really
shined a negative light on SGA .
After reading the entire article, I found it
to haw no real substance. The small fraction of people who put so much into somethin~ '>O great, and work so hard in SCA, is
a shame. lf you h;we a real problem with
how qomething is done, step up yourself to
change it. Most people have never put the
effort into or understand what all it really
takes to pull off !'Omething like this.

Bottom line, these pt."'ple volunteer their
time so we can have something more to
enjoy at college, and to only have two little
thi~gs that you found wrong at this function is to me the sign of a great event. The
people who make up our Student Government Association are not thanked nearly
enough for all they contribute. Quit complaining.
Ashley G. Gra\'es
Senior
Louisville

Teaching experience brings thanks
To the Editor:
After three years of t~aching, writing,
college study skills and (as otlate) humanities, I will leave Murray State at the end of
this semester. I am writing to thank all of

my students, my forml!l' teach.:>rs in the
Englbh and philosophy departm<.>nt, and
my coll~agues and friends for helping me
bccomt• a teacher.
Teaching is hard work. As a .-.tudL•nt
(although, in the spirit of Socrates, I alway:hope to consider myself a student), I ne\'er
realized what a tremendous worklo,1d my
own instructors faced each day. As ,1 gr,lduat<.• teaching assistant and later as a faculty member, I soon found out. Although I
am a part-time faculty member, 1 currently
instruct five clas.'leS in three dasl:ipltncs,
and I never escape with IL-ss tht~n -~0 hour::.
of work each week. But through it all, I
have never dreaded going to work each
moming, and that alone justifi~ my continuing journey as and educah)r I love
teaching.
My sincere thanks goc" out to all of my
current/former students who survived my
(l,1ck of a) sense of humor, illegible handwriting, endless writing rccommt'ndataon~

.1nd constant digressions. I madt• you work
hard, and I worked hard in retum. Yo u
con\ inced me I really do belong in the
da:ssroom. r only hopt> you lt>,ltnf.!d a:;
muth from me ,,c; I did twm you.
I also wish to thank all of my own former
professors in the Engh::.h and philosophy
dep,utment, p.trticulnrly Franklin Rnbmson, Terry Fort>n~<m (the walking encyclt>pedi.t), 'fhayle Anderson, Gina Claywell,
Sarah Aguiar and Dons Cella . All of you
took a :-.pecial intcrt.><>t in my studies and
enwuragt•d me to take this path. Thank
you, ~l~san Farlt:-y, tor lcttin)!. me h•.Kh for
the very first lime. I wonder if vou wPre as
scared as I was.
To everyt)lle who I havt> shan~ a cJao.;sroum w1th (on cathcr Side of the dcc:k)·
thank you . 1o my tl'llllW adjunct lnstru~
turs: hang in there. 1 o .111: farewell
Anthony Aker<.
Adjund professor ot English

OP~D
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Newspaper staff
·considered family
In My
Opinion

SHEUEY
STREET

" I'VE

LEARNED

MORE ABOUT
JOURNALISM
HERE THAN

I

HAVE
ANYWHERE
ELSE,
INCLUDING All
MY JOURNALISM
CLASSES."

In my four and a half years
at "The News," I've written
stories for every section,
designed pages and edited. I
even delivered newspapers to
advertisers on one occasion.
I've learned more about jour·
nalism here than I have any·
where else, including all my
journalism classes.
But the memories I'll take
with me when I leave after this
week are not the stories I
wrote. What I'm going to miss
the most are the people I met
as co-workers, but who have
during the years become like a
second family to me.
It's amazing how much we
act like a family sometimes.
Maybe it's all that time spent
in a windowless room on Wilson Hall's first floor, pinned in
by light tables and rows of
computers. I've seen siblinglike squabbles, occasionaJ
chases around a desk or two
and paper wad wars over
cubicle walls.
I've also seen smiles over
plastic spoons and gigantic
buckets of ice cream, taken
part in spontaneous (and offkey) group singing and given
and received more hugs here
than I could ever count.
When 1 ended up in the
emergency room last semester, I called "home" and a staff
member picked me up. When
I sprained my ankle, the editor
in chief brought me an ice
pack. I have been known to
bum rides off the sports guys
on occasion, and I make dinner for the college life editor
every week. This is more than
your average workplace.
All of these people are
working hard to produce a
quality
newspaper
that
informs, entertains and stands
up for students, but that' s
never stopped us from having
lots of laughs along the way.
Next semester, I will be a
student teacher and will miss
the Wednesday night madness that has so affected my
sleep patterns that even in the
summer 1 can' t go to bed
before two in the morning.
This is my chance to say good·
bye to my co-workers and
friends and say thank-you to
all those people who have
helped me along the way to
this final story.
Many people have gone out
of their way to answer my
questions, sit down and talk to
me or give me a heads-up on

something I needed to know.
Also, I'd like to make a
request to our readers. Please
remember that the job we do
as student journalists is never
easy. We are often criticized
for the news we report, the
news we miss, the decisions
we make and even the words
we misspell and the grammar
we have been known to mangle when most of the campus
is already asleep. We are
doing the very best we can to
give you what our name says:
the news. We give it sometimes at a risk to ourselves and
often at a risk to our eating,
sleeping and studying time.
I will admit we might be a
little nuts. (We run toward
fires and other types of danger
everybody else is running
away from .) But I love these
people anyway.
I am comforted that long
after I walk out the glass double doors of the newsroom,
there will still be people gathered in the Quad for a latenight smoke break and others
yelling across the room to ask
for help on finding the right
word, what the correct name
of the Doyle Fine Arts Center
is or simply "Who wants
something
from
Dairy
Queen?"
I know the copy editors'
hands will have blue ink
stains, the section editors will
curse the slowness of the
printer and paste-up will
include minor X-acto knife
injuries.
There will also be hurried
Thursday to-go lunches from
the Campus Coffee Shop eaten
standing up at the newsroom
lobby counter and mad dashes
for the Easter eggs that computer guru Orville Herndon
hides every spring.
New volunteers will hear
the story about the time adviser Joe Hedges kissed linda
McCartney at a David Bowie
concert. (But it was a different
time then,) And the staff will
continue to put their hearts
and souls into every single
issue.
God bless "The Murray
State News." I sure am going
to miss you all.

S~ries
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brings ~ew perspective

While vis iting the Smithson ian National Museum o f
American History in Wash ington, D.C., I found a plea s·
ant surprise.
Nestled between the Civil
Rights movement and a display on African-American
Culture, I found a display
about the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
•
Before I started writing the
"Focus on Ability" !'eries, I
never thought that eve n
though the Constitution and
the Bill of Rights ensure that
all Americans a re crea ted
equal, some of us a ren' t created with physical and learning
equality.
With all the freedoms the
men and women (If this country have fought to preserve,
we seem to have left behind
those who are unable to walk
onto the battlefield or read a
map quickly.
In 1990, federal l~gislators
passed the Americans with
Disabilities Act. This ad
requires public plaCt.'S .md
businesses to be .1ccessiblc for
people with physical disabilities.
Schools were no longer
allowed
to
discriminate
against students who have
learning disabilities nnd w ere

required to provide resource
programs for them.
But with all the good things
the ADA provides, something
seems to have been left
behind : thl! people.
Wt.• have made buildings
ac\essible. WI? have filled the
government's regulations for
le<1rning resources. But it is
nut often we s top to talk to the
people for which these things
h u\'e been provided .
When I began the series, I
did n ot think my views on
disabilities
would
have
chan ged. I thought I would
w rite a good series, perhaps
win an aw ard and be done
w ith it.
1 have walked away with a
w ho le new perspective on life.
Every week, I learned a little
more about the human spirit,
nnd I bt~gan to feel lucky. Not
lucky because 1 had functioning arms, legs, eyes and ears,
but luc-ky to be the one who
got to spend time with truly
wonderful ilnd engaging people.
As the weeks went by, the
focu s of the series began to
ch.1nge . I was still w riting
.tbout the people, but their
disabilities seemed to be melting ~1\\··a y right before my own
eyes.

These people opened u p
their lives to me and to the
campus.
They took a stand and said
"I have a disability, but I a m
the same as you. Just because
I can't see or need extended
time on my tes ts does not
mean you are better th,m nll'."
This series has also .1ffected
my career. No longer will I
think of stories ,,s p.1r1 · o f the
weekly grind th<~t goes along
with working at "The Murrny
State News."
I am now reminded journalis ts can make a diffe rence
through th~.?ir writing, n o m atter how discouraging the profession can be sometimes.
And so, I would like to take
this commentary to thank
those who let me barge right
into their comiort zones and
allowed me to share their lives
with the world. Everyd ay,
they h.we to face challt•nges I
cannot comprehend, but they
have tried to help me, as we ll
as the rest of the c,'tmpus,
underst.md what thlT go
through on a daily basis.
I appreciate nil you have
done for me.

In My
Opinion

M ELISSA
STONEBERGER.
" WITH All
THE FREEDOMS
THE MEN AND
WOMEN OF
THIS COUNTRY
HAVE FOUGHT
TO PRESERVE,
WE SEEM TO
HAVE LEFT
BEHIND THOS~
WHO ARE
UNABLE TO
WALK ONTO
THE
BATTLEFIELD OR
READ A MAP

Melissa Stvneberger is lite college life editor for ''Tiu~ Murray
State Nt'WS."
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Sl1elley Street is assistant news
editor for "The Murmy State
News." She lras also served as a
staff umter, copy editor and chief
copy editor sinc-e she began working in 1996.

Housing violation brings
unnecessary reprimand
In My
Opinion

KRIS
j OHNSON

"NOW, IN

MY

RUSH TO LEAVE
AND HEAD
HOME TO MY
LOVING FAMILY,

I SLIPPED

UP

AND DIDN' T
TAKE OUT MY
TRASH."

I know everyone whines
about housing and the residential colleges and all of that, and
most of the time I dismiss it
because I really haven't had
many problems with housing.
(VVeU, except for that time
that they stuck me with this
roommate who didn't own
soap, a toothbrush or a comb,
and who I eventually found out
had an arrest record that was
literally 10 pages long.)
So I didn't complain. That is,
not until now. I went to check
my mail today in the spacious
elegance of the Elizabeth College mail area. And what did I
find, you might ask? A credit
card company solicitation? No.
Coupons from Domino's? No.
A letter from Grandma
Sweeney? No.
What I got was a letter from
housing. Now you aU know
how excited I was. Housing
must be writing to thank me for
being such a good resident. 1
gladly participate in the residential college system, and I
have a charming and kind hallway demeanor and unbeatable
elevator etiquette.
But after opening the Letter I
was shocked. No, that's a lie. I

found that this letter was to
alert me "to a violation of hous·
ing regulations."
As I dug through the thick
text I found that I had only a
lone violation, that being "failure to comply with a staff
request (trash removal)."
Now, in my rush to leave and
head home to my loving f<~mily,
I slipped up and didn't take out
my trash. But my complaint lies
with one sentence in particular
in the letter: " I am also asking
our staff to check your room
again before Friday, December
8, 2000 to ensure that you are in
compliance with our housing
regulations."
I don't have a problem with
the need to take trash out before
Thanksgiving Break. But my
room will be checked to ensure
compliance? Please. If housing
has time to check to make sure
my trash is taken out, then surely they have time to fix <~ir conditioners and heaters. Maybe
they could even find the time to
let people move rooms if they
get stuck with a roommate who
might have a rap sheet.

Kris joh11SOn is a senior

adtrtrt i~

ittg majorfrom Gilbertsville.

Memories inspire tribute to 'refugees'
In My
Opinion

jASON
BIUINGSLEY

"I

CAN'T

FULLY GIVE
OUR GROUP
JUSTICE IN THIS
SPACE, BUT
HOPE

I

I

HAVE

SHOWN HOW
MUCH THIS
GROUP HAS
MEANT TO ME
AND THE REST

oF us."

A current gwup of Regents
College guys will forever be
written into th(• his to ry of the
college. They will live in infamy
around \he Regents halls. TI1c
group is the Fifth 1:1oor
Refugees.
As king awund Regen ts College about the fifth fltx>r \•,rill
probably produce some mixed
respon ses. But '30me will no
d oubt t,1lk about how good a
group of friends we are.
Two of our members are gradu ating Satu rday, and almost
everyone e lo;c wil l be graduating
between May 2001 and May
2002. Before the l'ntire group is
s plit up, I fe ll I n~;'eded to give
tribut~ to till' ~ pecial group of
friends that has (ontributed so
much to my collegiate c:arl'l'r.
Fearing flH"gdting somemw's
.n,1me or h ,wing somconc'.s
namt•l:ut by a copy editor's blue
pen, I ·won't list ,Jll the rdl1gees,
but thcv know who thev are.
Whe~ I arrived at· Mumt v
St,1te from Goreville High
School in southem Illinois the

I

f<~ll of 1997,

I knew only one per- s to n, Mo. and m'1ny olht>r1
son, John Kelley (fellow adventures.
Another grea t thing about our
refugee), and our first semes ter
group:
none of us .ue Gret>k. I
schedules never connected . t
don'
t
haw
anything agaiml the
was a scared freshman who did
C
rL>c.k
system,
but somchmes•
not know anybody or what I
somE.'
of
the
orgamzations
giv('
was going to do at Murray State.
The terror of a four-year earn· the mcssdge th.ll if pevple elf!?
pus nnd the largest t0\'¥'1'\ 111 not GrL>ek, thl!y're a nol>odv I'
which I have ever liwd, eased n alway~ dispute thc11 plulosoph}
little the first semester as I with s tories on our group.
J have so many stones I could
received my nickname of "The
Champ" (a separate story) and write. I c,m't fully give theS<.'
my employment at "The News." guys justice in this space, but I
But after Spring Break my fresh- hope J h;we shown how much
man year, things at Regents U1e Fifth Floor RdugE.('S h.a•H•
meant to me. We ha\ e com(
started .to fall in place.
No one in the building will fr,.lm different Mt.:cl<. m Kensoon forget our hallway and tucky, Illinois, Tcnn~:s5t.>c dnd •
study-lounge wrestling match- ,t\tissouri, but have found <1 comes. I can't count how many times mo n bond On one fl~'Or Qf
my screams and whimpers. of Rrgcnts.
So to gr.lduatc" l..:lnc1than•
pain from wrestling moves, like
the Waxmission, Texas C lover- Wchb .m d Jeff Comb.;, and Ulc
leaf and Rings of Webb have res t \,f the refug(•e", th.mk you
for being such an inilut'll((' cllld
filled the hallway-; of Regent~.
We' \'e had late night movie calm ing factor in m,• litl'
parties, played together in a fan ·
tasy football league, taken cl jason 811/wg ..ley '' till' ~~)(lrt~ t rflfor
road trip to Lambert's in Sike- for "77u• M ttrrcllf Stelle 1\!t'tl'"'·

"
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Athletes enjoy shopping spree
CPE: Regional tuition
plan
.
.
could have some drawbacks
BY LISA W HEAT
NEWS EDITOR

BY LISA W HEAT

News EDITOR
Regional tuition is all right, as
long as it doesn't detract from
recruiting Kentucky students,
said Gordon Davies, Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education president.
In a statement faxed to "The
Murray State News," Davies outlined his opinion of the Universi·
ty's newly announced regional
tuition plan.
"Out-of-state students can
make a campus stronger and
more diverse- and do the same
for Kentucky if they choose to
stay here," he said.
And, if classroom seats are left
empty, then students from surrounding states might as well fill
them, he said.
But Davies also said Kentucky
claims one of the lowest college
attendance rates in the country,
and universities should focus
their efforts toward improving
the state's status.
Murray State's plan allows students from Missouri, Tennessee,
Indiana and lllinois to attend
Murray State for the same cost as
a university within their state.
Students from these states
would pay the same tuition as
Southeast Missouri State University, Austin Peay State Universi-

ty, Indiana State University and
Southern Illinois State Uni\·ersity
at Carbondale, respectively.
CPE
spokesman
George
Graves said the council favors
recruitment programs that put
Kentucky first.
"Our first obligation in Kentucky - our number one priority is to serve Kentucky and Kentuckians and we know that too
many, far too many, Kentuckians
are not getting enough educa·
tion," Graves said, adding that
Murray State has so far successfully attracted in-state students.
Of every 20 students who
reach the ninth grade, 14 earn a
high school diploma, Graves
said. Of those 14, seven attend
college right away, and of that
seven, three earn a bachelor's
degree within six years, he said.
Graves said a potential concern with focusing on recruiting
out-of-state students is that Kentucky residents, who have contributed to the institutions
through their tax dollars, could
be displaced.
"Tt's just a general caution remember, we're supposed to be
focusing on Kentucky," Graves
said. "If there appears to be not
enough people (in Kentucky)
prepared and ready to go, you
have to ask yourself why."

School Relations Director Paul
Radke said the University is in
no danger of neglecting Kentucky students.
"There is no way we are denying access to any Kentucky resi·
dent to this University over an
out-of-state student," Radke
said.
The Road Scholars program is
one in-state recruitment effort
developed in recent years, Radke
said. Under that program, teatn!)
of Murray State staff provide services beyond recruitment to individual area high schools.
Murray State does not deny
admission to any Kentucky resident, he said. Out-of-state students, however, must meet certain criteria to be accepted.
Radke said Murray State's
location a11ows it to recruit students from other states.
"(The CPE} gave us the ability
to set our own tuition rates, and
that's what we are doing," he
said. "We just happen to have
more states accessible to our
region because of geographically
where we're located."
Radke said 80 percent of students in the United States will
attend a university within a twohour driving distance of their
home, and Murray State is ·w ithin that distance of surrounding
states.

Christmas came a little early for
about 60 Murray State athletes as
they wandered through j.C. Penney on Sunday night with $300
each at their fingertip$.
Their shopping spree was a
part of the "special assistance
fund" the NCAA offers to student-athlctt•s who qualify for
financial aid or receive Pell
grants.
"It's a way for the NCAA to
take care of kids who have needs,
who can't work to meet those

nL>eds," Murray State Athletics
Director E.W. Dennison said .
The money is spent on necessities, and each qualifying student
is allowed no more than $500 per
year, said Jane Jankowski, NCAA
assistant director of public relations. Students could spend their
remaining $200 next semester.
The money can also be used for
school supplies, medical and dental costs or family emergcncit!:..
"The guiding principle of this
fund is to help students that have
needs for emergencies or something that's essential in nature,"
she said.

'Whatever the source, the
money came as a blessing to rowing team member Abbie HolmaA,
senior from Burna. Because she
spends most of her time practicing and nursing injuries, Holman
said she doesn't have time to hold
down a job.
She said she uses the NCAA
money for clothing.
"I get a scholarship for rowing.
... and it gets me involved in
things at Murray State," she said.
J.C. Penney stayed open three
hour:> later than usual solely for
the athlctL'S to rummage through
its goods.

Point progratn spurs faculty inquiry
BY SHELLEY STREET
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Faculty members voiced concerns at the Facultv Senate meeting Tuesday about how the service-based residential college
point system could affect raises
and tenure.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson was invited to the meeting to explain the
administration's view on the new
program, and whether serv'ice to
the residential collegt·s ..viii be
considered when a f.1culty member is up for a raise or for tenure.
Faculty members are required to
teach, complete research and participate in service activities to be
eligible for tenure.
Robertson sparked controversy
when he said the administration

had identified the Roads Scholars
program and the new residential
college program as "major components" of sen.·ice.
"I do feel that it will be a major
component of consideration for
raises," Robertson said.
The new system aw.uds points
to faculty and staff for participat·
ing in an activity designed to foster residential college identity.
Each point wiU be worth a set
amount of dollars in extra p.1y for
the faculty or staff member.
Bill Mulligan, history dcp.utment senator, said an administra·
tive decision regarding what was
part of a sen.·ice requirement was
unacceptable.
"If it's a component at all it
seems to me that ~hould be a consideration for the Faculty Senate
to make, not the administration,"

he said.
Sharon Gill, department of elementary and secondary education senator, said the core problem has to do with whether the
residential program is service or
paid work.
"To get extra pay for it and then
say you're expected to do it seems
like n contradiction ~o me," she
said.
C.lll s.1id he would ask Provost
Gary Brockway about how participation in the new program could
affl'Ct mises and tenure.
History professor and Murray
Alliance of College Educators
Chair Terry Strieter said another
problem with awarding pay to
faculty for the new system is that
it could keep faculty members
from accepting club adviserships
and other non-paid service.
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SGA senators to represent organizations
sa~~:e~s~~~:~~~~aetlo~o;~ ~:~~s"=:n u;,ean~0 ~~~a~~:~

BY G REG STARK
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

As a tradition, Student Government Association senators
are required to complete at least
two seminars a semester, a task
some senators begrudgingly perform.
NIKKI KEY
"I don't think (doing seminars)
SGA Secretary
has served its purpose," SGA
"WHEN WE
Secretary Nikki Key said. "I told
them that they had to go to each
WOUlD HAVE
ISSUES COME UP, organization."
Key is proposing an alternaANY
tive. She wants to place senators
ORGANIZATION with ec1ch student organization
MEMBER CAN on campus. Those senators will
go to their assigned organizaliSTEN TO
tion' s meetings to report on
THEM ."
SGA's progress and listen to
concerns.

be required to visit their organization only once a semester,
many will probably visit more
frequently.
Thorne gives total credit to
Key for the idea.
"Nikki came up with it about a
month ago," he s.lid. "This was
totally her baby. We were brainstorming about it. We're trying
to dig deeper. We want students
to see that we're working. This
will be the best way to get concrete issues."
Key said the concept is a way
for students to better communicate their ideas and concerns to
SGA.
"Organizations will have their
own SGA representative/' she

tion member can listen to them
and come back with those concems."
Key said organizations will be
doled out according to which
college each senator represents.
For instance, a senator elected in
the College of Business and Public Affairs would likely go to
meetings of an organization
linked to that college.
Thome praised Key's idea and
said it should allow students to
have more SGA access.
"Nikki's idea is great because
everyone will have access," he
said. "We will have someone
there all the time. It's going to
give students more representation."

Retiring professor knowledgeable in diverse areas
BY JENNIE RIPPERDA
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

Diversity is key, at least for
Terry Foreman.
Foreman, associate professor of English and Philosophy, has taught ,,t Murray
State for 25 years and will
retire in May.
He ha!': studied at several
of the country's top universi. ties. He holds a bachelor of
arts in history from Stanford,
a master of arts in philosophy from Penn State and a
master of philosophy, master
of arts and doctorate of philosophy in religious studies
from Yale.
"I asked myself 'What kind
of scholar do you think of
yourself as?'" Foreman said.
" I've had a hard time pinning that down . I felt at
home in history or literature
or religious studies or philosophy."
After teaching philosophy
at the University of California at San Diego and Earlham College and religious
studies at Penn State, Foreman was hired in 1975 to

spearhead the creation of a
religious studies minor at
Murray State.
"He is a very intelligent
and helpful colleague," said
Ken Wolf, history professor~
"We thought he was the best
religious studies expert we
could find in the country."
Foreman said he was destined to teach.
"I was marked for the
teacher role by my classmates in elementary school
because 1 wore glasses,''
Foreman said.
Foreman said although his
classmates may have been
right, he had other ambitions
early in life.
"I wanted to be an NBA
center," he said.
While his career as a basketball player didn't pan out,
Foreman was involved in
many extracurricular activities while in college. A fraternity member, Foreman was
also on the freshman crew
team and a "Yell" leader (a
type of cheerleader).
He became interested in
religion in his undergraduate
courses. Foreman said pro-

Laura Deaton/The New~ I

Terry Foreman will retire following a sabbatical next '
semester after 25 years of teaching at Murray State.
fessor jack Forstman,was the
inspiration he needed to pursue religious studies.
"It struck me that knowing
more about Christianity was
important to understanding
Western thought," Foreman
said . "It was more obvious
that religion is important to
understand behavior and
politics."
At Murray State, Foreman
has supported studentsv
opportunities to enrich their
educations through travel.

As an undergraduate student at Stanford in 1962,
Foreman studied in a village
in Germany.
"I firmly believe in the
value of studying abroad,"
he said. "It changed my life.
Going abroad as a college
student has given shape to
my whole subsequent intellectual life."
He served as the resident
director of the Study Abroad
program at the University of
Regensburg in 1993.
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Administration clarifies rules
on class attendance, probation
BY M ARCI OWEN
STAFF WRITER

University administrators
have proposed new measures
to rid faculty and students of
confusion about how to follow academic probation procedures and attendance policit"s.
Associate Provost William
Price said the attendance policy. which was originally proposed by the Student Advisory Committee, will help eliminate inconsistencies with
attendance policies in the various departments a~ross campus.
"The present policy is confusing to some students and
faculty members," Price said.
"One class' attendance policy
can be quite different from
another."
The new measures for dealing with students on academic probation will soon be
enforced. Students on academic probation will be
required to meet with their
advisors before Jan. 22 or
their classes will be dropped.
The current policy states
only that each instructor may
set an attendance policy for a
class by so specifying in the
course syllabus, and an
instructor .may excuse a student who has failed to attend
a class on any particular day
providing the work is made
up.
Price said the proposed policy is clearer in explaining
how excused and unexcused
absences are to be handled.
He said the policy also details
how absences because of University-sanctioned
events
should be managed, which
has led to previous misunderstandings between students
and faculty.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said
the policy was proposed to
clarify these misunderstand-

ings.
"What this policy does is
make it clear that a student
cannot be penalized if indeed
they are at a legitimate function representing the university," Robertson said . "In
most cases, it wasn't a problem, but there were some
where the situation was more
vague."
Price said the academic
council would probably
approve the proposed policy
by the end of the semester.
The new probation policy
emphasizes students' responsibility to maintain a sufficient grade-point average,
Robertson said. Freshmen
who fall below a 1.75, sophomores who f<tll below a 1.9
and juniors and seniors who
fall below a 2.0 will be placed
on probation with new guidelines.
"These students are going
to sit down with their adviser
and develop a plan of how
they are going to remove
themselves from probation,"
Robertson said.
Robertson said until probated students meet with
their adviser, their schedules
will be put on hold. Failure to
meet with their adviser by the
specified date will result in
the purging of their schedule.
Students who fail to meet
GPA standards will not be
suspended if their CPA
shows improvement from the
previous semester, but will be
left on probation until they
meet the standards, Robertson said.
"Beforehand, it was if a student were on probation, he or
she were simply told that and
there was not a strategy in
place to help the student,"
Robertson said . " Putting
some responsibility on the
· student, collectively with
their adviper, they're going to
Jook at the student's past
record and see what they
need to do to improve."
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This year the college life staff asked professors and
students to share their favorite Christmas memories.
Below are some of their best responses.
"Last semester I sat up talking with my granddad until
two in the morning. I took
notes, to preserve them for
the family."

..

~;
~~

b

"There was this church across the street
from my house that would play Christmas
carols with the bells, and I remember I
would crack my window at night, and this
was in Rhode Island at the time, so it was
freezing. And I would sit and listen to the
Christmas carols."

-

~

,..;

Michael Thorne,
Student Government
Association President

~
,,
1
I~

Sarah Aguiar,
English professor
... "" ,., - ., _,

"1 guess the most memorable was December
of '67, the year I spent Christmas in Vietnam.
I was in Cantho and we had a chance to get
good hot meal. They flew in some turkeys
::from Saigon and some of the men sat around
; £!nd talked about what we would be doing
: right then for Christmas if we were home."

a

•
I~

•

'
I~

Bob McGaughey,
retired professor and former chair
1 ~ 0f the journalism and mass communications
~
department

"My favorite thing to do
for the holidays is to go
out with my husband on
Christmas Eve and listen
to holiday music and
look at people's lights
and displays. I love doing
that because I get to
spend some alone time
with my husband. That's
my favorite memory, if
you can call it that ,._ ~r.-·
because it's an ongoing
kind of tradition."

1

Lissa Graham-Schneider,
theater and dance
assistant professor
•
.,

.·

"When I was a little boy, my Grandfather
always came and spent Christmas with
' us. That was a great thrill. We would go
f' to town everyday for lunch. We would
~~· go to the movies and just have fun
together. Of course the best thing about
him was that he spoiled me rotten."
Winfield Rose,
political science professor

"It's been a few years ago, but my most memorable
Christmas was when our little Rudolph was born,
our son Ryan, on Christmas Eve. He was our first. It
was really funny because the next morning he had
been laying on his stomach and his nose had gotten
just as red as a beet. Everybody loved the joke."
James Rudolph,
director, school of agriculture
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

tHURSDAY

• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth flonr.
• Exhib itExhibition of
Works by the
Faculty of Taegu
University in
Korea locatt>d in
Curris Center
Gallery.
• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS Exhibition, U ppcr C lara
M . Eagle Art
Gallery on the
Prict.• Doyle Fine
Arts sixth floor.

• Classes- last
day of fall semester classes.
• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.
• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.
• Exam-ACT
Examination, 8
a .m . to 1 p.m. in
the Business
Building room
452.

• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.
• Exhibit- Group
BA/BS
Exhibition,
Upper Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.
•Women's
Bask etbali-Mur·
ray State versus
Austin Peay,
Regional Special
Events Center, 2
p.m.
• Bible s tudyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

•Classes- Final
exams begin.
• AdmissionsLast day to
change an "E" to
an " I."
•Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, C lara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.
• Exhibit- G roup
BA/BS Exhibition, Upper Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery on the
.P rice Doyle Fine
Arts sixth floor.

•Classes- Final
exams.
• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exh.ibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.
•Men's
basketball- Murray State versus
South Alabama,
Regional Special
Events Center, 7
p.m. Free admission with Racercard.

• Classes- Final
exams study day,
evening final
exam at 6 p.m.
• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exh.ibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Ga llery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth fl oor.
•WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Classes- Final
exams.
• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
on the Price
Doyle Fine Arts
sixth floor.

I
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Holidays good time to improve table-time etiquette
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Ah, the holidays are here. Soon, many will
travel home to visit families and participate in
one of the most excruciating and enjoyable
holiday rituals- the family dinner.
To make the most of the quality time, show
some class and show your family impeccable
dinmg etiquette.
When itl'omes to meal·time etiquette, many
people are in the dark. Most of us know not to
put our elbow.> on the table or chew with our
mouths open, but Mary Mitchell said there is
etiquette involves much more than these nono:; in her book "The Complete idiot's Guide
to Etiquette."
Mitchells has some rules to follow when dining with others:
I) Don't hold your fork like a cello or your
knife like a dagger. Don't wave cutlery triumphantly to emphasjzc a point. And once
you pick up a piece of cutlery, it can never
touch the tclble again. Rest it on the outside of
the plate, with the handle <'n the rim of the

platE:>.
2) Don't rub the napkin across your face; dab
at it delicately. Don't flap your napkin to
unfold it and don't wave it around like a flag.
If you leave the table, place the napkin in your
chair and pu.;h your chair under the table.
When the host or hostess signals the end of
the meal by placing his or her napkin on the
table, do the :-;ame with yours. Only don't
refold it. Pick it up from the center and place it
loosely on tht~ table to the left of your plate.
3) Tear bre&ld into bite·size pieces and butter
each piece just before you eat it.
4) Be sure not to eat too fast or too slow.
Watch the other diners and follow th£>ir pace,
so you will all finish ,uound the same time.
5) lf you have something trapped between
your tcl'th, don't pick at it at the table. Excuse
yourself to thl' bathroom and pick until your
heart is content.
6) Don't le<wc hpshd<. on glasses or cutlery.
Blot before the meal.
7) Sitting in thl' smoking section of a restaurant doc~n't give you the :right to light up
between courses. It affects your dining part-

The Shiel

ners' taste buds. Wait until the meal is over,
and do not use your plate as an ash tray.
8) Keep p urses, keys, hats, eyeglasses and
cigarette packs off the table. If it isn't part of
the meal, it shouldn't be on the table.
Elizabeth Post, author and etiquette expert,
wrote other tips in her many etiquette books.
"Never lean back and announce 'I'm
through' or ' I'm s t uffed,' " Post wrote.
"Putting your utensils down across your plate
shows that you have finished."
Even in th e most formal dinners, accidents
can happen. Post w rote if you happen to find a
bug or a h air in your food, your reaction
should depend on w here you are.
"If you a re truly repulsed, leave the dish
untouched rather than embarrass your hostess
in a private home," Post wrote. "At a restaurant, you may - and s hould - point out the
error to your waiter and ask for a replacement."
With these tips you will dv.zle your family,
or at least make it th rough the dinner
unscathed and content in knowing you dined
correctly.

is now hiring for the following position:

Marketing/
Advertising Rep.
PAID POSITION
Please respond by Friday, Dec. 18.
228C Wilson ~tall
762-4495

Are You Looking To Build Experience
For Your Resume Before Graduation?

"The Murray State News" has the
following position available
Business Manager
(Now Hiring for Spring Se m est e r. Inte r views will be next week.)

Reasons to Apply:
.ICompetitive Wages
.IA Fun Place To Work

./Gain Experience

Other Dining Manners
1. Don't salt or season food before you taste it. It is insulting to the cook.
2. Cut only enough food for the next mouthful.
3. If someone at the table takes a pill, don't ask why they
are taking it.
4. Don't dunk your food in liqu ids or sauces.
5. Don't push your p late away or your chair back when
you are finished eating.
6. Pass food to the right.
7. Don 't ask people where they are going when they leave
the table.
S.lf you belch, cover your mouth and say, "Excuse me."
9. Never crum ble crackers in your soup o r blow on any
liquid that is hot.
10. Put butter first on your bre.1d
p late, not directly on your bread .

Source: "The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Etiquette"
Graphic by Robert Pieroni

The Brother~ of Lambda Chi Alpha mould
like to congratulate our nem·initiate~:

College Life
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Finals week challenges more than students

us

BY MELISSA

STONEBERGER

COLLEGE l.JFE EDITOII

11Y
"I believe in them when thetj
don't believe in themselves."
-Cindy Clemson

· ·is t e'· ·

al in a series
titled ~~Focus on Ability." In
the past weeks, this seri~
featured the everyday
triumphs and struggles
·~ of Murray State
students who live
with disabilities.
The fmal installments focus
on the organizations that
help these students survive
their college experiences.
"'

rr----:-- ~-- :-----... -

Like most students, Cindy Clemson finds
the week of finals one of the most challenging
times of the academic year. But instead of taking the tests, she and her staff must administer
them.
Clemson, coordinator of Services for Students with Learning Disabilities, a division of
Student Affairs, is about to enter her crunch
time. In an average week, SSLD administers
approximately 85 tests to their students. Next
week, they will administer 350 to 450 tests in
four days.
Clemson said about half of the tests will be
read out loud to students while the other students just need extra time to complete the tests.
Since only 15 testing areas are in the SSLD
office in the Lowry Center, she also reserves
rooms in Wells Hall and the Curris Center.
"It's a juggling act," Clemson said. "I usually
work 16 hours a day during finals week."
Clemson said she has not had many problems with professors allowing students to take
a test outside the classroom.
"Faculty will say, 'It's not fair,' and I say
'You're right, it's not fair that they have this
disability,"' she said.
SSLD helps students learn to manage college
• life with learning disabilities.
"I work more with students whose disability
you do not see," she said.
Clemson works with students who have
learning disabilities such as dyslexia, attention
deficit disorder, traumatic brain injuries,
seizure disorders and anxiety disorders.
Clemson said because these dLc;abilities are
not usually seen, people tend to label her students "dumb," " lazy" or "not smart enough."

Brandi Williams/Tht:' New\

Amy Morton, junior from Higland Park, Ill., mentors Kristin Gessner, sophomore from
Louisville. Mentoring is one of the services Student Support for Learing Disabilites offers.
She said many students who have learning disabilities are abo,·e average intelligence, but
they process information differently than students without learning disabilities.
"II they weren't above average intelligence,
they wouldn't have gotten as far as (college),"
she said.
Carol Huddleston, senior from Kuttawa, said
she takes advantage of many of the services
SSLD offers. She said SSLD helped her to get
the things she needed, such as giving her a rid~
to class when her car was broken.
"They have helped me with academic sueces.<: and to learn coping strategies with my disability and helping me succeed," she said.
Clemson said when she started working with
the program eight years ago, there were about
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Bring This Coupon To .T he University Bookstore
For a 5% DISCOUNT on

I
I
I

:

Your Spring 2001 PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS.

:

1
1

I
1
I

To be eligible for the 5% textbook discount we must receive your Prepackage
Textbook order form and a copy of your Spring 2001 class schedule, along with
this coupon on or before Monday, Dec. 18, 2000. Your Prepackaged Textbook
orders will be ready for pickup on Friday, Jan. 12, 2001.

1
1

I
1
I
5Oj0 I

15Oj0 UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE • 2ND FLOOR • CURRIS CENTER
~--------------------------~
Keep Fit, Look Good &Feel Great!
Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere,
when you could be toning your ab~. gelling in shape and having fun
while you're lcammg to defend yourself?
Our Ca.rdio Kickboxing progTllm takes the music, exc1tement and
energy of aerob1cs but adds important .selfdefense technrqucs like j~bbmg, kicking,
punching and blocking. You learn
while you bum at 800 calories
per hour! (According to
Mu~le and Fitness Magazine
who rated aerob1c k.ickboxing as the number one caJo..
rle burning workout!)
There's no physical con·
tact. no unifonns {you wear
your regular workout
clothes) ~nd best of all
you'll love it! Clas~s are
fonnmg now, call today!

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Call today for available services!
Free installation - new customers!

At Last. ..
*HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
*CABLE TELEVISION
The "Power" to Choose is Yours!

CaD Today -zr

753-8111
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray, KY
\\'E LOVE TO SEE \'Ol' FIT!

753-5312

35 participants. Today, th<• number has grown
to 202 students. Clemson said when she
arrived, the graduation rate for SSLD was 5
percent. It has now grown to 55 pt•rcent. Clemson said many factors have contributed to this
increase.
"Part of it is tht1t we're beginning to be aware
of learning di~abiUties," she said.
She s.1id faculty and administration support
also plays a largl' role in retention.
"We have people here who care a lot about
teaching," she s.lid.
Clemson said she tells students she is their
No. 1 Chl•erleader.
Said Clemson: "I believe in them wh('ll they
don't b<'lieve in themselves."

Tht deptrfwlettt of Housing/Residence lilt
would like to congratulate the November OTM
redpients a!ld honorees. We appreciate all of
the hlfd work and dedicatiOt'l y011 glw towanl
the students of Murray State University. The
seNlce y01 pro~lde Is a very IMportant aspect
of university lilt .
Resident Advisor o( the Month
Ann Harper - Clark College
Also Becogpizecl:
Lori Meng - Franklin College
Emily Holman - Springer College
Kimberly Breeden - Clark College
Student of the Moptb
Grace Wallace- Floor Representative
Regents College
Spotlil!bt ol the Month
Gary Wayne Atkerson -Member-At-Large
Clark College
Also Becogpizecl:
Renee Brockwell- Vice President
Clark College
Aclylsors oJ the Month
Jane Hall - Springer/Franklin College
Dr. Bert Seibold - Clark College
$oelal program ol the Month
;,International Dinner"
Sandy Smith, Ben Cook
Regents College
Eclvcuiopal Prc!gram o1 the Month '
;,Sign Language"
John Eveland- White College

OlMs (OF The Month) are awards given each month to
those students who have excelled In the area oF leadership.

Come and vl•lt: our
New Locat:lon at:
Murray Kroger

• Mention Thl• Ad
&et Any Movie
for Si!.DD

·orrer

valid at:
Kroger locat:lon only.
Expire• .Jan 1 .i!DO 1.

40 1 Olive St.
Fax: (270) 753-6494

753-7670

SPORTS EDITOR: JASON BilliNGSlEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: SAM AGUIAR
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Racers narrowly escape Hilltopper comeback bid
BY SAM A GUIAR

MurTay State 83
WKU81
RECORDS: MURRAY

3-1

STATE

I

WESTERN KENTUCKY

3-3

KEY

PLAYERS:

25

ISAAC SPENCER,

POINTS, FIVE ASSISTS,
SIX REBOUNDS;
ANTIONE WHELCHEl,

2 1 POINTS, 10
REBOUNDS; JUSTIN
BURDINE,

21

POINTS,

FIVE REBOUNDS.
COMMENTS: "My
MAIN FOCUS IS THAT
TODAY (TUESDAY) IS
RAY'S (CUNNINGHAM) BIRTHDAY

HE

WAS SUSPENDED
TONIGHT AND I
WANTED TO PLAY
WEll AND WIN FOR
HIM MORE THAN ANY·
THING ELSE. H
-SPtNCER, ON HIS
MOTIVATION FOR
TuESDAY's GAME.

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State men's basketball
team extended its non-conference home
win streak to 32 gnmes w ith an 8..1-81 victory over Western Kentucky on Tuesday
night.
With solid contributions from Justin
Burdine, Antione Whelchel and Isaac
Spencer, the Racers (3-1) built a 36-17lead
and managed to hold on despite a late
Hilltopper run.
Burdine, junior from Savannah, Tenn.,
scored 17 points in the first 12 minutes of
the contest. He finisht'<i the game with 21
points and five rebounds, both caret>r
highs.
"I don't think anyone in the Murray
State locker room wanted to lose tonight,"
Burdine 5aid. "Isaac (Spencer) told me I'd
been playing uptight. So, I got out there
tonight and tried to play my game."
In the St'Cond half, WKU narrowed the
deficit to 60-54 on Chris Marcus' first basket of the g<1me. Marcus, a 7-foot-l·inch
junior, came into the contest leading the
Hilltoppers in both scoring and rebounding. Racer I iead Coach Tevester Ander·
son was proud of his team's defensive
effort against the NBA prospect.
"If I had a game ball. I'd give it to Andi
Hornig (freshman from ldstein, Germany)," Anderson said. '1 thought he did
an outstanding job defending Marcus.
Andi plays with emotion and that's what
I want."
After rebuilding the lead to 68-56 with
7:22 remaining, the Racers allowed Westem (3-3) to go on a 24-12 run, capped by a
three-point shot by David Boyden. After
Boyden's basket cut the Racer lead to 8078 with 15 seconds to go in the contest,
Spencer hit two free throws with seven
seconds remnining.

Filip Videnov hit a three pointer for the
Hilltoppers with 0.2 seconds remaining,
but WKU was gi\'en for a technical foul
after attempting to call for a timeout when
they had none remaining. The call was
insignificant, as it takes a minimum of 0.3
seconds for an individual to attempt a
shot.
Spencer, senior from Montgomery,
Ala., scored 25 points in the contest,
including 17 in the second half. He also
had six rebounds and five assists compan>d to only two turnovers. H e dedicated hi~ performance to Ray Cunningham,
senior from Louisville, who at the time
was been suspended indefinitely from the
Racers.
"My main focus is that today (Tuesday)
is Ray's birthday," Spencer said. "He was
~uspended tonight and I wanted to play
well and win for him more than anything

ebe."
The game also served as a breakout performance for Whelchel, sophomore from
Gainesville, Ga. He had 21 points and 10
rebounds, hitting aU I0 of his free throw
.1ttempts.
"Antione is as good a basketb.lll player
as this conference is going to see,"
Spencer said. "I am really excited about
the future that 'Tione has ahead of him."
The victory is critical for tht! Racers
because it helps erase the embarrassment
of their 91-64-loss at Detroit Mercy on Saturday. But MSU now prepares for a
Christmas Break schedule that includes
ro.1d matchups with Conference USA con·
tenders Alabama-Birmingham (tonight)
ilnd Louisville (Dec. 21), and Big 12 members Colorado (Dec. 28) and Nebraska

(Dec. 30).
"We got a tough road ahead of us,"
Anderson said. "This game will give us a
llttJe bit of a shot in the arm and hopefully we can go down to Birmingham and
make it a good ball game."

Karrl Rubeck/Tiw News

Isaac Spencer, senior from' Montgomery, Ala., drives past Western Kentuck-y's Filip Vide nov in •
the Racers 83-tU victory Tuesday night at the Regional Special Ev('nts Center.

Lady Racers fall to Ole Miss; ready for OVC
BY SAM A GUIAR

Murray State 45
Ole Miss 85
RECORDS: MURRAY

OLE

2-4,
MISS 6-0

KEY

PLAYERS:

STATE

MONIKA GADSON,

12 POINTS, EIGHT
REBOUNDS
COMMENTS:

"I WAS

DISAPPOINTED... BUT,
WE P\AYEO AGAINST A
REAL GOOD TEAM.M
-lADY RACER HEAO
COACH EDDIE FIELDS
ON SUNDAY'S GAME.

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It can only get better from here.
The Mu rray State Lady Racers
extended thl~ir three-game losing
streak with an 85-45 home loss to
O le Miss on Sunday.
Dominated in .111 facets of the
contest, the 1...1dy R.lcers were out
rebounded 55-43 and committed
18 turnovers compared to only 10
for Ole Miss. MSU only shot 25
percent from the field for the
game.
"We didn't play well," Head
Coach Eddie Fil!.lds. "I was disap-

pointed with our rebounding and
our overall effort. But, we played
against a real gootl team:''
Monika Gadson, senior from
Birmingham, Ala., provided the
Lady R,1cers with their only offensive spark with 12 points and a
g<~me-high eight rebou nds. Saundra Jackson and Becky Myatt led
tht.• Lady Rebels with 18 and 14
points, respectively. O le Miss (6-0)
is ranked 35th in the latest Associated Press poll.
ln the Lady Racer's last three
contests, they have been outscored
by an overall margin of 98 points.
But the combined record of their

!KEY GRADUATING FOOTBALL PLAYERS!
Tackles ~

:1n.t

TD

Yd.§

Catches

Shaun Bo kins

Beau Guest

opponents is 17-1. Two of the
teams, Mississippi and Vanderbilt
(23rd), are nationally ranked. for
this reason, fields said the losses
have provided a positive opportunity to tune up for Ohio V.11l<.·y
Conference gamt•s.
"We had a lack of effort ngninst
Ole Miss," Fields said. "But we
played real hard at Vanderbilt and
these losses help you learn a lot
abou t yourself."
The Lady Racers (2-4) host
Austin Peay a t 2 p.m. Sunday.
"Austin Peay h;,s everyone
returning from last season and
was picked to finh:h second in the

MSU coaches prepare
busy winter of recruiting
Bv

110

0

4

3

694

56

Jilon Van Over

Jason French

n

1

3

0

Jai Williams
101

1

195

24

Terrence Tillman
3

5

663

44

Shaka Jones
49

2.5

0

Dwa ne Potts
44

0

3

T rone Graham
24

0

3

270 yards rushing,
50 receiving, 6 TDs

Duke Vai a
Started at LT last
two seasons.

Gre Miller
6-9 FG made, 62
points total

Guest and Williams were members of the AII-OVC First Team and
Tillman was an honorable mention selection. Tillman is the all-time team
leader in receptions and receiving yards. Miller is the No. 2 all-time
leading scorer and Guest is 1Oth all-time in tackles. Robert PieronVThe New:.

conference," Fields said. "We
going to play hard and shoot the.
ball ·well to win.''
Following the contest, MSU will
not play ag,1in until its DL>e. 21
matchup with Furman in the first
round of the N;.wal Academy
Tournament.
Denl~e McDonald, junior from
Indianapolis, is currently nursing
a sore foot and is doubtful for Sunday's game.
For the story on last night's
OVC opener with Tennessee State,
go to the sports section link on
"The Nt•ws Online" at www.thenews.org.

SAM AGUIAR

AsSISTANT SPORJS EDITOR

Murray State football coaches
should put gas cards at the top of
their Christmas list.
Throughout the next few weeks,
they will log thousands of miles on
their cars in hopes of landing a solid
recruiting class.
This is the first opportunity for
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio and his
staff to recruit for tht• Racers. BecauSE'
of a small recruiting dilss last :;eason
a nd the loss of m.my seniors to graduation, the coaching staff is looking to
fill almost 30 vacancies on the roster.
"Coach (Pannunzio) was hired
after the national signing day in february," Defensive Line Co.tch Andy
Gilroy said. ''So rather than recruiting
a bunch of bodie!> to 1111 the roster, we
decided to sit on the scholarships we
ha\•e available and wail until now."
Recruiting began in th~ spring wit(,
combines and practkes for high
school teams, but now is when college coaches recein> the opportunity
to invite athletes for \'isits and discuss
the football program with the individual.
High school athl?tes can also verbally commit to .1 university at this
point, but cannot sign until Fl•bruary.
The Racers received thdr first high
school recruiting commllment in
November from Gr.wes County
quarterback Stephen Hatchell. The
coaching staff has made local n"">Cruit·
ing a top pnority.
"The Friday night before the !\lid-

die Tennessee State game, we had
coaches in Madisonville, Paducah,
Princeton and I topkinsville," silid
Gilroy. "The way we see it is that
even if a team doesn't have good
quality players now, there will be
wme in two to three years.
"We don't want to be like the friend
with money- everybody loves him
when he's rich, but nobody's arotmd
when he's poor."
TI1e biggest question mark for m•xt
se.1son's R.1ccrs is defense. After finishing 108th nationally, the coaching
~taff hope~ lo land players th;1t can
step in tmd make an immediate contribution to the IE:am.
"We arc looking to recruit high
school and junior college players that
can provide the defense with depth."
Gilroy ~ilid. "The more competition
there is within thl' team, the better
we'll perform."
TI1e nation,tl signmg day for junior
college is nnly ,) week .nvay, and if
athletes graduate with their degree,
the) are eligible to enroll with a uni\'CIS!ty in january and participate in
~pring practice.
MSU will invite many players to
\' isit campus in the next two
months.
"We <lrl' gt,ing .1ftl:'r the same type
of kids lhnt big $Chool.s want,"
Gilroy s.1id. "'I he program is going
to try and get lhe highe:;t caliber
players a\·ailable. The schcx--,J and
the community love football and
have a lot to offer to incoming play·
ers.''

FX channel
needed for
University
NASCAR fans
Attention all NASCAR fans: a change to .
the networks' showing Sunday races has
occurred. Without comment-. from Charter~
Communications customers, the only way·
to sec many races next year will be on sa tel- :
lite.
Fox, NBC and TBS are the three lll'tworks :
that won the suddenly lucr,ltivc NASCAR ~oo
contract for the next few Yl>ars. Pox is get- ..
ling about half of the races U1rough the ~
eight-month season, and will be dividing •
them between Fox and FX. its cable enter-::
tainment network
Herein lies the prOblem. FX is not cur- :
rently available on
:
Charter Communica~
tions extended cable
:
package. 1l1e only way
•
to see FX in Murray is
to h<we the new digital
cable or a satellite. (But
if you're considering
digital cable, you might
as well get a satellite).
Two years ago when
"South Park" started to
hit it big, Murray State
students called thcn"FX HAS
Murr.1y Cabll'Comm in
MORE
droves, and the following semester, we had
PROGRAMS
Comedy Central.
THAN JUST
FX has more pro- NASCAR.,
grams
than
just
NASCAR. There arc
•
West Coast baseball and college basketball :
games, the "X-Show," a slightly more seri- '
ous \'Crsinn of Comedy Central's "lhc Man •
Show," ,md the Toughman boxing tournament, During the day, PX show~ repeats of
old Fox ~hows like "Bcvcrlv Hills 90210"
'
and several movies.
I do not really understand how FX has
not been put on Charter Communications,
hut I hope the students and community
members who are NASCAR fans call in
hcfore the semester runs out so we can be
guaranteed to see every NASCAR rate
withnul a satellite.
• ,.
All it t,lkt'!-0 are NASCAR fans to make
one short phone call to 751-51Xl5, and we
can see tht? greatest driver~ in the world
compete across the COlmtry each week.

.

Sports Talk

jn5Vn Billingsley i::. the sports t'dlfor for "T11e

Murray State Nt>~I'S."

The Murray Stat e News
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OVC Action

SportUght
'

Antione Whelchel,
· :Monika Gadson
'
Antione
Whelchel and
Monika Gadson
;ue in this week's
Racer Sportlight.
\Vhelchcl,
sophomore from
Gaines\•ille, Ga.,
had his best performance of the
• season in the Racers' 8...~81 home
vic:tory over
Western Kentucky on Tuesday
night. He scored
21 point:> o1nd
grabbed 10
rebotmds.
Whelchel also
had lour assists
and was 10-10
from the free
thro\V line.
He is currently
starting at the
power fonvard
posith.m for MSU,
but provides a
threat from the
perimeter' ns well.
Gadson, senior
from Montgomery, Ala., had
1~ points nnd a
game-high eight
rebounds in the
Lady Racers• 85. 45 loss to Mississippi Sunday at
the Regioncll Spedal Events Cen-

.

~er.

IM:.4
APSU 82
Ollldlnd atJ 84

UTMII

Correction
The sports promo on the front page of
last week's issue of "The News" was
incorrect. Hart College won the women's
flag football tournament, not Alpha
Gamma Delta.
•

Madden PS2 tournament takes
place at Curris Center today
A Madden NFL 2001 PlayStation 2
tournament is being held today in the
Barkley Room on the third floor of the
Curris Center at 1:.10 p.m. Anyone interested in participating can enter. There is a
$5 entry fee.

Racers suffer first defeat
Saturday against Detroit Mercy
The Murray State Racers were defeated 91-64 <1t Detroit Mercy.
Detroit (..J-2) nev~r trailed and led by
as many as 39 points, 71-33, in the second h,1If. The Titans raced ahead 18-9
seven minutes into the game and led 4724 at the half.
'The Racers (3-1) were led by Isaac
Spencer, senior from Montgomery Ala.,
who scored 16 points.
Detroit shot 50.8 percent from the
floor and held Murray State to 38.7 percent shooting. The Titans committed
nine turnovt>rs, compared to 16 for the

Racers.

Men's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall

Gadson is a cocaptain for the
'JAd.vRacers.

MSU
0-0
Fastfact
UTM
0-0
Murray State
Morehead 0-0
has won 32 conAPSU
0-0
s~utivc non-conSEMO
0-0
ference home
EIU
0-0
;g<~mes, including
EKU
0-0
a 9-0 all-time
TfU
0-0
mark at th~ RSEC. TSU
0-0

3·1
3-1
3-1

5-2
5-2
4-2
2-3
2-4
1-6

Rugby finishes season with
runner-up trophy In Knoxville
The Murray State rugby team finished off a successful fall semester with
a second p lace finis h in the Santa
Clause 7's tournament in Knoxville,
Tenn., last weekend.
The Mustangs defea ted Johnson
City's men's club, 27- 10; Knoxville
men's club, 12-10; and the University of
Tennessee, 40-10. In the fina ls, MSU lost
to johnson City, 25-14. But, the finish
gave MSU their first-ever trophy.

Fonner MSU star Rueter makes
appearance at card show
Former Murray State Thoroughbred
and current pitcher for the San Francisco Giants Kirk Rueter was on hand Saturday to sign autographs at a baseball
card show sponsored by the baseball
team.
The card show was held Saturday and
Sunday at Racer Arena. Proceeds from
the show went to support MSU baseball
projects, including improvements to
Reagan Field.
Head Coach Mike Thieke said that the
show was successful. "We were really
pleased with everything about this
ba:-cball card show," he said.
Rueter said he always enjoys returning to his alma mater and was glad to be

Men's Basketball
Schedule
Ton~&hl

Mwny St.t!e •I Ahbama-Donnin&fu.m, l".JI),

p.m.
Oec.9
Sll•w""" !.1, •I EA•t..m K•nlllc~y. 1 p m.
l1T -Mattia M !Wooio Sl. o p m.
S.unf<..d ol Motrhr3d, ~.).1 p m.
LH Uniwnlly •t Austin r.,.y,7 P·"'
(l!nN'<- •• Mi•ldi•Ten,_.., 7 p.m.
f """'._ 'l;•:h •I Snutf>t.Ht M,.;on,trl, 6 p.m
0«.14

r..s. ., r...__ 5t>&>, 1 p.m.
OK. ..
E.lstPm lllim>t:o at l.oy<•l•.Cht..Olgo, 2 p m

Au.m l'r•Y at lt!IVI. 6:;l0 p.m.
M""""'.W 11 Ohio St., 7 p.11L
S\.V ~~on •I Southr.lst Mbooun,7 p nL
r."""'"""s' •• )oldtsmvdlop St... 7 p.m

Smsrre: MSL.o Sports

Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall
EI<U
0-0
UTM
0-0
TfU
0-0
EIU
0-0
APSU
0-0
SEMO
0-0
MSU
0-0
Morehead 0-0
TSU
0-0

5-2
4-3
4-3
3-3
3-4
3--4

2-4
2-4
l-5

a part of the baseball fund-raiser.
" It's always great to come back to
Murray State/' he said. "Part of what I
notice every time I come back is how
much everything changes.
"There always seems to be a new
business or store up that wasn't there
the last time I was here. But, it's ,tlso
good to se-e the people w ho were going
to school when J was here who are stiiJ
with the university."

The Hilltoppers' season ended in the
second round of the p layoffs for the second time in fo ur years under head
coach Jack Harbaugh. ASU won for the
fourth time in five meetings against
Western, including all three in Bowling
G reen.
Western's 11 wins are the most for the
program since the 1975 team wen t 11-2
and reached the Division II national
championship game.

'Breds announce signee from
Evansville for 2002 season

OVC officials select rifle
member as Scholar Athlete

The M urray State Thoroughbreds
baseball team announct.>d the signing of
Alex Stewart (Evansville, lnd./Nor th
HS) for the 2002 season. Stewart played
with the Pate Legion te,lm that current
'Breds standout Brett McCutcheon
(Evansville/Bosse HS) played on under
former 'Bred Ben Garland (1989-90).
Stewart is a middle infielder and a
pitcher at North High School in Evansville.

OVC champ Western Kentucky
faDs in 1-AA quarterfinals
Thirteenth-seeded Appalachian State
upset No.5 seed Westt>rn Ken tucky 1714 in the quarterfinals of the NCAA 1AA football playoffs Saturday at L.T.
Smith Stadium/Jimmy Fcix Field.

Women's Basketball
Schedule

tm.•
Scm!hta•t Missouri

~• Ll<rlmont, 2 p.m.

0«. 10
Au~tan P~a\' •t Mwny SWI.', 2 p.m.
Mlddi<'Tvnn<'$..,MTr~u~-·r•

.:n, 2

pm

D«.lt
C.l'llt•m.....,l\.:kyattr..~-:.Y.ilm~liln.l p.m.
51 lo,ocph's CoUege•t l'Mk-rnllluwis, 2 p.m
S.mJ<>rJ at UT·M•rlln. 4 r m

OH.I7
Gardnct·Wt'bb at Mar.hrad, I p.m.
&.tern 1-:onnody at t.in<u\1\olh
Toum.lnl('ntl 1 or 3 p.m .
Au!ohn l'l!ay •tlr>di..,.,'Stal.,, ~ p m

lnfOfmhti<H'

w........ eo
Wlellltll St. 73
1SU49

Dec.5
MSU83
WKU81
SEMO 87
SIU84

E1U 91

Ev...me73

Crystal Kem was one of six individuals
named to receive Ohio Valley Conference
Scholar-Athlete Award winners for 2000-

Kentucky94

01.

Iowa St. 89
nu74

A threc·year letter winner for the rifle
team, Kern qualified for the NCAA Individual Air Rifle championship each season. She won the 1999 OVC air rifle
championship and has been critical in
MSU's three straight conference champion.c;hips.
In the classroom, Kern has achieved a
3.5 grade-point a\'erage while participating in the pre-veterinary program. She is
a two-time member of the OVC Commis·
sioner's Honor Roll and earned the
National Rifle Association Academic
Award in 1999.

Sports BriLjl
. y is rompilfd by Sam Ag11it1r,
assistant sports etfitvr.

Residential
College Standings
Regents
Hart
Hester
White
Clark
Elizabeth
SpringerI Franklin
Richmond

81
78

75

66
63
58
.t9

Dec. 6
Morehead 57
VMI48

Women's Blsbtball
Dtit:3
OleMlls85

MSU45

Dec...,
MilL Vllley St. 69
SEM063 (OJ)
WKU99
Tl\180

o.c. 5

Fraternities
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Gamma Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Pi

EICU 79

46
44

40
36
30

28
16
12

30

Sororities
Alpha Gamma Delta 46
Alpha Sigma Alpha 44
Alpha Omicron Pi
42
Sigma Sigma Sigma 34
Alpha Delta Pi
16

APSU79
LlptCOmb69
D«:. 6
EKU 119
W.Va. Teeh 63

nu&7
E'annllle 66
SEM088

Oakland 47

Sowce: ESPN.com

V ERNON'S PAWN SHOP
"CA$H IN A FLA$H "
Loans On Anything OfValue

.~

We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins
Jewelry • Stamps • Baseball Cards
Antiques • Miscellaneous

29 Year Anniversary
713 S. 12 St. Murray 753·7113
9:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$12- women • $10 ·men
MSU - 1Oo/o OFF

Stu ani (jwria woultf fif(g. to

wisli evetyone a :Jvferry Cliristmas
ana :Hap :J{f,w t]ear!

m~'

Qualitv Home
Audio & Video
Installation

506 N 12th Street • Murray, Kentucky

(2 70) 753-7567

~

{We wi([ Ee !J!u::!;,~~~!''i! tfte :Jfofiiays!
Llbfary)

Monday-Friday 9am-6pm • Saturday 9am-4pm

Audio • VIdeo • Communication•
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Bowersox looks to vault over competition
"He walked on and we set goals
because we both knew he could get
some height and help g~t some
:;chol<~rship money."
It wasn't the tr.1ck team that originally attracted Bowersox to Murray State; it was the art program.
But he is currently majoring in
business administration
and
minoring in industrial engin~ering
technology.
After a year and a half, Bowersox
had cleared two hurdles: a 15-7
vault and an athletic scholarship.
Doty said Bowersox L<; an important part of the team, but pole
vaulting is different from the other
events.
''lIe hustles at practices and runs
sprints with the runners, some of
the younger guys look c1t him like a
leader," Doty said. "But the thing
is, at competitions, pole vaulters
are sort of in their own little
world."
Pole vaulters ha\'e to retre-at at
meets to prepare for the physical
demands of the event.
"You never want to have more
than 10 total jumps at any meet, it's
just too hard on every muscle in
your body," Bowersox said. "The
k~?y is not to start off with a r~<Jllow
jump to waste any energy. but not
try for the highest jump first
either."
Lifting weights, running sprints
and simulating motions \)fa vault
are just a few things th.1t help
vaulters prepare. Yet, preparation
cannot determine the vaulting
envtronment.

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

[f anyone needs a hero or a role
model, look no farther than David
Bowersox, junior track and field
member from Owensboro.
Bob Doty, track and field head
coach, praised Bowersox's pole
vaulting skills.
"He's a great kid and a hard
worker on the field," Doty snid.
"No matter what the situation is,
he is there putting forth all of his
effort and striving to do the best"
Bowersox, known to most simply as "Sox," won the Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Championship
!Jst spring. He thought everyone
had a bad day, and he just had a
better bad day.
"It was a weird feeling; instei.ld
of feeling on, I felt off," Bowersox
said. "Everyone was having a bad
day that day. even a 16-foot vaulter
from another school looked real
off. We think maybe the f.1cilities
had some measurements wrong."
A high school football coach'
encouraged Bowersox to try pole
vaulting his freshman year. After
the summer, he knew pole vaulting
was the sp~)rt for him.
"TI1e first time I did it. I looked
pitiful," Bowersox said. "I was 110
pounds, 5 feet, 4 inches, and looked
like a sick dog. My coach made me
stay out all summer to get ~ttcr."
Getting better is something he
has continued to do at MSU.
"Sox was jumping 14·6 his s~nior
yt>ar of high school," Doty said.

"Indoor meets have a shorter
runway, it's warm and the pole
seems to bend more," Doty said.
"With the outdoor meets the wind
is a factor that can help or hurt a
vaulter."
Being on the track and field team
is more than an athletic activity for
many, includjng Bowersox.
Bowersox met his girlfriend,
Shelly Henshaw, sophomore from
Owensboro, on the track team.
Although they went to different
high schools in Owensboro, being
together on the team sparked
something.
''When two people are interested in the same stuff you seem to
hit it off faster," Bowersox said.
"Shelly is a pole vaulter, and I
started helping her out with some
stuff. We got to know each other
and that's how things started."
With pole vaulting and class,
Bowersox is busy. But somehow
he finds time to be a resident
adviser on Regent!> College fourth
floor.
"It's a great way to meet new
people and to be a role model for
freshmen," he said. "I was a big
brother to a little kid on our street
back home. This is sort of a way to
continue that."
Being as busy as Bowersox
would bring stress to most students, but he has a positive attitude.
Said Bowe-rsox: " I stay ahead in
class and relax when l can. It's best
to have fun with things, rather
than having to worry yourself."
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Previous Week's Record
Overall Record

GAME
Carolina at Kansas Cicy
Detroit at Green Bay
New England at Chicago
, Cincinnati at Tennessee
Arizona at Jacksonville
Tampa Bay at Miami
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Pittsburgh at N.Y. Giants
San Diego at Baltimore
New Orleans at San Francisco
Seattle at Denver
Minnesota at St. Louis
Washington at Dallas
N.Y. Jets at Oakland
'Buffalo at Indianapolis

Carolina
Detroit
New England
Tennessee
Jacksonville
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
N.Y. Giants
Baltimore
New Orleans
Denver
Minnesota
Washington
Oakland
Indianapolis

Carolina
Detroit
New England
Tennessee
Jacksonville
Miami
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
New Orleans
Denver
Minnesota
Washington
Oakland
Indianapolis

Kansas City
Green Bay
Chicago
Tennessee
Jacksonville
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
N.Y. Giant!>
Baltimore
New Orleans
Denver
Minnesota
Washington
Oakland
Indianapolis

Kansas City
Detroit
New England
Tcnncs~ec

Jacksonville
Miami
Philadelphia
N.Y. GianL'>
Baltimore
Sun Francisco
Denver
Minnesota
Washing_ton
Oakland
Indianapolis

Jason Bllllngsley/The News
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MISS USA:
Contestant had other
obligations to fill
From Page 1
Pritchard said.
But Pritchard was not a runner-up this
year, and instead walked away with a
$10,000 scholarship, a $4,000 scholarship
<1nd a hodgepodge of various other
prizes filling a whole page of the program.
Perhaps Pritchard's most notable prize

CUNNINGHAM:
Court to arraign
former player Monday
From Page 1
unother incident on the same night of the
first allegation of second-degree burglary
and first-degree sexual abuse. Charges in
the second incident are attempted firstdegree sexual abuse and second-degree
burglary, a spokeswoman from the Calloway County Circuit Court said.
A Calloway County grand jury found
enough evidence in the cases last week to
send them to trial and returned the indictments to the circuit court.
The charges stem from incidents reported to have occurred in Regents College on
Sept. 23. Cunningham was arrested on
Sept. 28.
Cunningham was one of two seniors on
the basketball team. Following his arrest,

is the obligation to represent Kentucky in
the 2001 Miss USA Pageant. Unlike the
one-day state pageant, the Miss USA
competition will require two weeks of
commitment from the contestants as
they travel to Gary, Ind., to prepare for
the national event. The final stages of the
competition will air live on CBS on
March2.
Ironically, Pritchard said she prepared
less for the 2001 p<~geant than ever
before. juggling a fu ll-time class schedule, a job at Dillards in Pad ucah and various community service activities left little time to plan for the event.
"I only had a few weeks to get all my

The Murray State News
December 8, 2000

clothes together and even paid my own
entry fee (which is usually covered by
sponsorships) because it was so lastminute," she said.
After a few weeks of dieting, which
Pritchard said is a must for the swimsuit
competition,
the
self-proclaimed
"McDonald's junkie" borrowed a gown,
grabbed a previously worn interview
outfit and swimsuit, and left with the
intention of doing the best she could.
Miss Kentucky USA pageant coordinator Betty Clark said all women from
the state between the ages of 18 and 26
are eligible for the preliminary pageant.
Thi~ year's event drew about 30 contes-

he was initially suspended for the first
three games of the 2000-01 season and
missed about one week of practice. Cunningham returned to play for the Racers
on Dec. 5 against Division II Colorado·
Colorado Springs. He also played against
Detroit last Saturday and was the secondleading scorer with 10 points.
A student accused of misconduct can
request a Judicial Board hearing, according to the "Student Life Handbook." The
board comprises three faculty members,
three students and an administrative staff
member. The student is also entitled to an
appeal, which is heard before a different
committee of nine faculty and three students.
Cunningham appeared with his attorney at the Judicial Board meeting.
His arraignment in Calloway County
Circuit Court is Monday. The "Student
Life Handbook" says "the university may
proceed with its disciplinary process without regard to potential action by local,
state and federal courts."

tants.
While Pritchard is a pageant veteran,
she said this was the largest event in
which she had competed. Pritchard
described how the competition began
with a personal interview, a swimsuit
and evening gown competition and an
interview on stage for the finalists. The
women were evaluated by five judges on
characteristics Like fitness and poise.
But Clark said the women were judged
on more than their physical appearances.
"You have to have a smart brain to win
the pageant," Clark said. "They really
bring out how much the women know
and how well they speak; they must use

RUNNING:
Benriter keeps
up daily regimen ·
From Page 1
" I would almost have to say the
best thing about competing in a
marathon and finishing a marathon
is the emotional benefit," he said.
"It's emotionally· uplifting. It's just
the fact of completing something
that nobody can help you. Once you
start the race, it's 26.2 miles, and
you're basically on your own."
But Benriter does have a little
help from a self-proclaimed cheerleader, his \"'ife, Billie Burton, coordinator of Adult Student Services
and Community College advising.
"I think it's wonderful," she said.
"I'm very proud of him."
Burton was not on the sidelines

the day of the Chicago Marathon
because of the crowds, but she anxiously awaited Beruiter in their
hotel room.
"My husband does not get excited," shl! s<~id. "My sister-in-law says
he's one level above unconscious.
But he opened that hotel room door
and shouted 'I finished! I finished!"'
Benriter admits he was more than
usually enthused.
"Coming across the finish line
and seeing all those people cheering
and knowing I had run all those
miles made it worth it," he said. " I
just can't describe what a great feel·i ng it was."
Benriter said he's done w ith
marathons, although he is thinking
about running in a mini-marathon,
which is half the distance. For now
he continues to run four or .five
miles every other day.
Said Benriter: "As lon g as I stay
healthy, I want to continue."

the right language."
The publicity has been beneficial. As
an organizational communications major
with aspirations of a career in news
b roadcasting, Pritchard anticipates a
great year of public speaking engagements and community service functions.
The time--.:onsuming title responsibilities and the two-week commitment for
the Miss USA Pageant have compelled
Pritchard to take a leave of absence next
semester.
When asked about her chances in the
national pageant, Pritchard said she is
not placing an immense emphasis on
winning.

FENCE:
Alumni to pay
for new center
From Page 1
spaces, along the fence serve. He
said the open spaces will be filled by
two of the later steps of the project.
'The open space facing the intersection of Ky. 121 and U.S. 641 will
eventually be filled w ith a brick
entrance sign. The space near Union
Plan ter's Bank will be the home of
the new Alumni Affairs and Development Center.
Yeatts said it is too early to estimate the total cost of the project, but
he said alumni will pay for the
alumni center. Bid s for the center
w ill be submitted in February, and .a
completion date of September 2001
is planned.
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~~ADLEy
BOOK COMPANY
DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
1303 Chestnut Street, Murray • 753-8767
One block east of the Curris Center, across from Papa Johns

ALL NEW
BUYBACK PROGRAM:
nets you up to 71%
of your :M:oney Back!
We -vvill buy books you bought at the Curris Center,
and don't forget that -vve have the ...

Guaranteed Lowest Price on
College Textbooks ...

PERIOD!
Order your textbooks online at www.bradleybook.com or toll free at 1-888-266-5040
*All buyback prices are subject to inventory quota and condition of text.

